Blankets sizes n styles

By Patrick Desjardins on Wednesday, September 17, 2014 at 7:09am
Blankets:
As rescued dogs come in every size, shape, color and breed. So blankets can be of any size,
color, shape and method of construction.
Sizes start around 3ft. x 3ft. and can go up to any size you wish. Keep in mind that rescued
dogs come in all sizes so if your off here and there it's no problem....no blanket police!! Only
one rule here ...make them with love, we know you will!

UPDATE 7-5-14 You might want to add a heart to your blanket if possible, any size, color and
anywhere you wish. Some are adding the heart to their Label/notes of love. This is completely
optional. You just can’t hold back a group of awesome artisans!!

Update 7-3-14 Team Wrapped!
Basically this group makes two kind of blankets.
Kennel blanket-KB The single or double layered fleece (non knotted) for everyday kennel
use. Kennel blanket-KB. The KB should be plain without adornment or fringes because they
will get much more wear and more washings...I believe we also decided not to use crochet or
knit for the kennels for that reason. No reason that a flat applique like the heart couldn't be for a
kennel just as well.
Adopter blanket-AB The knitted, crocheted, sewn, quilted, or double fleece knotted
blanket, These blankets go home to either a foster parent or the doggies new adopted
home. Please add your style and flair here. These are where your labels of Love are
important. Many become family treasures.

Either blanket and for any item made the main requirement is love.

UPDATE 6-22-14 Team WRAPPED. You might notice that the Granny Square pattern has
been removed. Awhile back I posted that the team should try and move away from crocheted
patterns that have gaps or holes in them. Reason being is that the gaps or holes can cause a
possible entanglement and or snagging of the pups. Your response was awesome! Those that
were in the midst of such patterns were encouraged to finish them and mail them. I asked that the
group move towards denser or tighter patterns and you have. I do realize that this will use more

yarn and take longer but we need to sacrifice speed for safety. With the possibility of a large
number of new members coming on board this summer let’s keep this in mind as you assist,
inspire and advise our newest members.. as always much love for your hard work
Fleece blankets, however, can usually be provided to the dogs and left in the kennels for the
day/night. Please ask the group, or an Admin if you have any questions.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wrapped works only with 501c3 rescues therefore every shipment of Blankets, Belly bands,
must be accompanied with a Donation form
see: donation form, under files,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Before sending your blankets, etc. Make sure to read "Labels of Love" file

